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From the President 

In the last issue of Participant 
you were brought up-to-date on 
some of the issues and topics that 
continue to occupy the time and 
thoughts of those at Pitzer. In 
this issue, the focus is more 
personal as we share stories of 
the people who make Pitzer 
unique and who reflect most 
distinctly, perhaps, the special 
heart of our institution. 

Nowhere is that heart more 
clearly revealed than in the 
special relationship enjoyed 
between students and faculty at 
Pitzer - a relationship of 
teaching, learning, sharing, and 
caring. In this issue, that 
relationship is examined in the 
thoughts of Pitzer's first 
Professor Emerita, Dorothea 
Kleist Yale. You will enjoy a 
glimpse into the ideas and 
memories of an extraordinary 
educator whose twenty years at 

Pitzer are an exemplary 
testimony to Pitzer's teaching 
emphasis. 

, 

You will meet people of other 
cultures - Balinese student Ari 
Bawa and American Indian 
Movement leader Russell Means 
- who brought to Pitzer their 
unique perspectives. You will 
read about the elder-hostelers -
older people who, for two weeks 
each summer, become part of our 
community of learning. You will 
visit campus with alumni who 
have returned and say goodbye to 
Meg Wilson who has so 
successfully guided the alumni 
programs, and bid welcome to 
her successor - Pitzer alumna 
Suzanne Zetterberg. 

It is also the time when we 
thank some very special Pitzer 
people - our donors. In this 
issue you will find our Honor 
Roll of Donors, a tribute to those 
individuals who, through their 
support, make so many things at 
Pitzer possible. The generous 
contributions to our scholarship 
fund each year enable many 
exceptional young people to 
become new members of our 
community. 

We hope that you will enjoy 
this visit with old Pitzer friends 
and new Pitzer acquaintances. 
We hope, too, that you will take 
part in the renewal of friendships 
and relationships and come back 
to Pitzer and visit. You will sense, 
I believe, the excitement we feel . 
on this special campus. 

Frank L. Ellsworth 
President and Professor 
of Political Studies. 



Glenn Goodwin's Dog Days of 
Summer 

Glenn Goodwin had quite a 
busy summer, starting out early 
as a guest lecturerlresource 
person on book censorship for a 
seminar held at Occidental 
College. As the summer 
progressed, he busied himself as 
an ACLU activist working 
toward bringing the state 
legislative conference of 
Southern California to Pitzer's 
campus this fall. He interrupted 
his efforts to head to Chicago in 
August for the annual meetings 
of the American Sociological 
Association and the Society for 
the Study of Social Problems. 

And speaking of social 
problems, Goodwin reports that 
the summer found him 
committing increased time and 
energies to the socialization of 
his dog, Mills, whom Goodwin 
describes as the "biggest pest on 
campus." And for those alums 
familiar with professor Goodwin, 
he writes: "I actually bought a 
computer (I believe I am among 
the last humanistically oriented at 
Pitzer to do so - the last 'hold 
out') and will spend the summer 
mastering it (or it mastering me). 
At this point it remains in 
cartons in my closet, staring at 
me and producing chronic and 
acute angst daily. My goal: to 
humanize the computer!" 

Course Preparation on 
the Continent 

Professor Lucian Marquis 
(political studies) spent part of 
his spring semester sabbatical 
preparing material for a course 
on "The Mediterranean." And 
the city he chose for his fact 
finding? Florence, Italy, with 
travel to the Tuscan hill towns. 
The final months of his three
month European stay were spent 
in Vienna, Budapest, Prague, and 
Hamburg (whose museum, he 
reports, has a superb collection 
of Art Nouveau and Jugendstil). 
Marquis used the time in 
preparation for a spring 1988 
semester course on fin de siicle 
Austro-Hungarian culture and 
politics. The inter-disciplinary 
co~rse, titled "Black Danube," 
will be taught jointly by Barry 
Sanders (English and 
humanities), Dan Segal 
(anthropology), and professor 
Marquis. 
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Inside Story 

Among Experts and Great Generalists 

The Journal ofW01rld Prehistory, 
a new international journal for 
archaeologists, has invited Sheryl 
Miller to be a member of the 
editorial board. The quarterly 
presents peer-reviewed articles 
that synthesize the prehistory of 
an area or a time-horizon within 
a larger region and that are 
broader in coverage and 
approach than the specialized 
reports found in other 
archaeological journals. The 
international editorial board 
includes "an uncommon number 
of archaeologists with noted 
expertise in specialized areas or 
regions as well as some of the 
great generalists in world 
archaeology." Miller was selected 
for her work on the continent of 
Africa. 

And on another front, Miller 
continues her research on Hopi 
Indian basketry. Her interest has 
recently taken her to the 
Smithsonian Institution and the 
Peabody Museum at Harvard 
University, with plans to visit 
and study several major museum 
collections in the near future. 

Understanding the Mobbing 
Response 
(and other student research): 

Things were really hopping 
this past summer at Joint 
Science. Eleven undergraduates 
were working with five faculty on 
a wide variety of exciting and 
unusual projects. Two of those 
students were Ernie Marquez and 
Johnna Clark, Pitzer juniors. 
Ernie spent his time monitoring 
a deer herd near Lee Vining, 
California, (the back door to 
Yosemite) for the California 
Department of Fish and Game. 
His research, done under the 
guidance of Bob Feldmeth, will 
aid in understanding migratory 
movements of the deer herd and 
their habitat requirements. 
Ernie's research was supported by 
a grant from the Eaton Fund, 
which provides money for 
summer ecological research to 
Joint Science students. 

Johnna, meanwhile, was 
studying mobbing behavior of 
birds under the direction of Dan 
Guthrie. She made a series of 
artificial models of owls in an 
attempt to determine exactly 
which cues trigger the mobbing 
response in birds. Her work was 
supported by monies made 
available to the Joint Science 

Computer Capabilities 
Upgraded - Pitzer Style 

This past summer, Pitzer 
received word that the College 
had been selected as the recipient 
of a National Science Foundation 
matching gift award of $40,000. 
That means that Pitzer and the 
NSF will each contribute that 
amount toward computer 
hardware for use in engineering 
and science instruction. The 
quantitative/ statistics faculty had 
long seen the need for upgrading 
Pitzer's computer facility, so 
when they learned of the fund 
they formed a committee to 
evaluate needs and come up with 
a proposal. Co-investigators in 
the project were Judith Grabiner 
(mathematics), Leah Light 
(psychology), Jack Sullivan 
(political science/ economics), 
and Peter Nardi (sociology). Al 
Bloom (dean of faculty), 
computer committee members 
Jim Keily and Masao Matsuda, 
and Stephen Naftilan of the Joint 
Science Center, assisted in 
researching the proposal. Rick 
Tsujimoto (psychology), Ruth 
Munroe (psychology) , Lee 
Munroe (anthropology) , and 
members of the career . 
development and registrar's 
offices, also lent a hand. Homer 
Garcia (sociology), principal 
investigator of the project and 
author of the successful proposal, 
commented: "In the final 
analysis, it was team work that 
made our application a success." 

The successful application 
called for the creation of a 
program of study which will 
provide quantitative and 
statistical training with the use of 
a mini-computer. The "learning 
by doing" emphasis will include 
in-class and out-of-class (i.e., 
independent studies) instruction, 
involving the study of social 
problems, public policy, and 
other social science-related 
issues. An important feature of 
the proposal called for 
encouraging the participation of 
minority and female students, 
two groups whose quantitative 
and computer skills are normally 
not promoted prior to college. 
Participation by the Chicano, 
Black, and women's studies 
programs will also be 
encouraged. Plans are to have 
most of the computer equipment 
in place by October - in time 
for the regular computer classes. 

Chandre Kipps 
Goes Out on a Twig 

Chandre Kipps '85, who led 
the Pa1rticipant to its current 
award-winning status (did we tell 
you it was awarded a bronze 
medal by the Council for the 
Advancement and Support of 
Education?), has left the fold to 
open her own graphic design 
firm here in Claremont - Lime 
Twig Studio. She's already 
acquired quite a client roster and 
is working hard (she reports that 
she loves it!) . 

More Than Just Coincidence? 

Susan Lancaster '75 was 
recently awarded the second 
annual· Chapter Person of the 
Year award by the Southern 
California Affiliate of the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
at its annual Garden Party. The 
Southern California Affiliate 
(with a membership in excess of 
25,000!) cited Susan's diligent 
and exemplary work on behalf of 
civil liberties over the past many 
years. Interestingly, Susan's not 
the first Pitzer person to be so 
recognized by the ACLU Last 
year the first annual award was 
presented to Pitzer sociologist 
Glenn Goodwin! Coincidence? 
Or could it be that something 
about the "world of Pitzer" 
fosters a commitment to the 
promotion and preservation of 
ci villi berties? 

More Than Just Coincidence! 

Further evidence of a Pitzer 
ACLU link! During spring 
semester, Pitzer student Henry 
Watkins, working with other 
Pitzer students and students from 
the five Claremont Colleges, 
expressed interest in forming a 
student chapter of the ACLU 
Professors Jack Sullivan and 
Glenn A. Goodwin agreed to 
work as faculty advisers to the 
group, and an organizational 
meeting was held to work out 
detai.ls for five-College official 
recotnition of the new group. 

Elections Provide Opportunity 

For the first time since Harvey 
Botwll1, professor of economics, 
has led the Summer in London 
program (a six-week-long 
program in which students use 
the facilities and residences of the 
London School of Economics 
and Politics), the timing 
coincided with a Parliamentary 
election. The twelve student 

participants cut short their time 
in Brussels and Paris to spend an 
additional week in London 
where they made arrangements 
for meetings with members of 
the political parties at national 
party headquarters . The students 
did analyses of and postmortems 
on the election. As usual, 
participants paid visit to the 
Bank of England, the London 
Stock Exchange, and Cambridge 
University. 

A Model Fair 

Jon Parro '81, Pitzer's director 
of admission, chaired the 
planning committee for the first 
regional college fair held in 
California. The fair is sponsored 
by the Western Association of 
College Admission Counselors 
(WACAC). The May fair 
attracted 5,000 students from 
two counties to the campus of 
the University of California, 
Riverside, where they visited 
with admission representatives 
from 125 colleges. The program 
was so successful that it is being 
considered as a model for future 
WACA\~-sponsored fairs. Katie 
Leighton, associate dean of 
admission, was a member of the 
planning committee and Paul 
Ranslow, vice president of 
admission and college relations, 
presented a workshop on 
financial aid and selecting 
colleges. 

For a Job Well Done 

It's no secret that since Paul 
Ranslow arrived three years ago 
to head up the admission effort 
applications have nearly doubled 
and are the highest in the 
College'S history. Citing him for 
his "extraordinary success in 
attracting students to Pitzer," 
President Ellsworth announced 
Ranslow's promotion to vice 
president for admission and 
college relations. But, he's still 
the same sweet guy and 
dedicated Dodger fan we've come 
to know and love. 

Pitzer Loses Two Valued Friends 

Mary Ann Callan, long time 
friend and member of the Pitzer 
community, died last May. Callan 
was employed at The Los Angeles 
Times for many years - working 
as a feature writer, youth editor, 
women's editor, and 
metropolitan staff writer. In 
1965, Callan took a hiatus from 
The Times to work in the 
development and public relations 

Daria Shockley 

Pitzer. Al Schwartz, sociology 
professor and former dean, 
remembers: "She liked it so well 
she stayed. She really helped 
found the place and was 
instrumental in starting many of 
the early support groups for 
Pitzer." Ms. Callan, who gave so 
generously of herself to Pitzer 
during her life, remembered 
Pitzer with a gift in her will. 

After a long and brave battle 
with cancer, Jeanne La Croix, 
assistant director of financial aid 
died last April. Employed at ' 
Pitzer since 1982, La Croix's 
special interest was in the New 
Resources Program - a program 
which encourages and supports 
nontraditional-age college 
students. One of those students 
Juliette Alsobrooks, wrote abou't 
La Croix for the Collage. "Jeanne 
was so warm and animated I 
often forgot she had been 
fighting cancer since before we 
met in January of 1984. She 
embodied passion and her 
passion lives in the hearts of all 
whom her life touched," wrote 
Alsobrook. In her memory, the 
Memorial Fund has been 
established to provide financial 
aid to students of the program to 
which La Croix was so dedicated. 
Donations payable to Pitzer 
College are noted for the fund 
and may be delivered to the 
Pitzer College Financial Aid 
Office. 

Insiders Trading 
(teaching tips): 

Kate Rogers, along with 200 
other educators, headed east in 
early summer for the 1987 
Organizational Behavior 
Teaching Conference at Bentlev 
College in Waltham, , 
Massachusetts. The group got 
together to share materials, 
experiences, perceptions, and 
teaching tips about issues related 
to organizational studies. 

Making Shockley Waves 

Daria Shockley, who has 
served Pitzer in the direct line-of
fire as assistant dean of students/ 
director of housing (I JVant a 
single, with cross-ventilation!), 
has recently made a career move 
to Pitzer's development office 
where she now serves as director 
of annual giving. Now shd the 
one who'll be asking for favors! 
Congratulations and good luck 
to Daria. 



Set My People Free: 
An Indian leader seeks 
political clout 

Russell Means means what he 
says. He wants to free 500,000 
American Indians from what he 
sees as the tyranny of the federal 
government in general and the 
Bureau ofIndian Affairs in 
particular. 

No one could mistake his 
heritage from his appearance. 
Two tight braids that fall down 
his shoulders are supported by 
thin leather straps. His face looks 
to be solidly chiseled, as if carved 
from bronze stone . Three large 
turquoise rings of Indian design 
adorn his hands. His leisure suit 
adds to a square-cut appearance, 
a sports shirt remaining open at 
the throat, conveying hints of the 
great outdoors. 

Mr. Means, 47, an Oglala 
Lakota Sioux, was born on the 
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in 
South Dakota, was schooled in 
accounting at Arizona State 
University and since has added 
computer programming to his 
skills. His residence is at Pine 
Ridge, 15 miles from Wounded 
Knee, scene of two great Indian 
battles of modern times, but his 
travels in recent months involved 
visits to 22 states. 

The commencement speaker at 
the Pitzer College graduation 
exercises in May, Mr. Means 
temporarily put aside his 
campaign to win the Libertarian 
Party's nomination for President 
of the United States. In 
libertarianism, Mr. Means sees 
the perfect measure of his own 
views: freedom of the individual 
to plot his personal destiny, self
responsibility, self-reliance. Such 
freedoms and qualities, he 
believes, are being quashed for 
Indians by an authoritarian, 
paternalistic Bureau of Indian 
Affairs. 

The first battle of Wounded 
Knee in 1890 involved federal 
troops virtually wiping out a 
small group of Sioux Indians 
under the leadership of Big Foot, 
ensuring the future of Native 
Amer~cans as chattel. 

The second battle of Wounded 
Knee in 1973, under the 
leadership of Mr. Means and 
Dennis Banks, revolved around 
.. 1 .... Do r H · ... r1'1r"'I-r~An Af"RT A f'lr l1;t';p~ 
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Worlds Apart Come Together 

agency's Indian policies and 
management. The dispute was 
settled, according to Mr. Means, 
when the federal government 
agreed to a presidential 
commission that would 
investigate treaties and the BIA 
and a Justice Department 
investigation of human rights. 

The only result, the Indian 
leader continues, was a lesser 
official representing the White 
House visiting with the dissident 
group. Other promises were not 
kept, he charges. 

"We have the right to succeed 
or fail ," Mr. Means continues. 
''America is not a free country." 

As President, he would return 
the management of Indian life to 
280 tribal councils, each to decide 
democratically for itself the 
future course of its members. 
"The tribal government must 
learn to bite the hand that feeds 
it," he adds. 

The poverty of Indians, Mr. 
Means maintains, is sustained 
bec'ause such an economic 
condition helps support the 
church, border towns, the BIA 
and multinational corporations. 
Even today, he claims, some 
three-quarters of a billion 
dollars-plus BIA budget goes 
to administration. 

The candidate, frequently 
attacking the encroachment of 
government through socialism, 
says he is of neither the left nor 
the right philosophically. He 
hri .~tlt>s ;Jt th e sllP'!!estion that he 

. conservative respectability. "I am 
not from the left. I come from a 
culture of principle ... we are 
natural libertarians. " 

Libertarians seek sharp 
reductions in government 
budgets and practices, limiting 
functions to police protection of 
individuals from violence and 
fraud. They support general 
nuclear and military disarmament 
throughout the world and 
oppose welfare programs such as 
Social Security, proposing that 
aid be administered through 
voluntary contributions. 

The party numbers about 5000 
people who pay dues, some 60 
percent of them living in 
California. The presidential 
nomination will be made in 
Seattle in September,* Mr. Means 
facing three other candidates at 
that time. 

He sees a tide rolling in that 
could lead the country to either 
fascism or communism. He 
believes the "demopublicans" to 
be parties of special interest 
rather than for individuals. The 
libertarians, he notes, are the 
"first group of non-Indians to 
recognize Indians as people." 

Despite a lack of funds , Mr. 
Means is optimistic about 
winning the Libertarian 
nomination. He punctuates his 
review of the campaign: "I know 
I have the momentum." 

- Martin Weinberger 
RADroduced with Dermission of 

Bringing Bali to Pitzer 

It's a long way from the 
mountains of Bali to the Pitzer 
College campus. But Ida A. 
Madre willingly traveled 9,000 
miles to see her son graduate. 
And in doing so, she gave up an 
ancient tradition; she is the first 
Buddhist priestess in her lineage 
to leave Bali in 1,200 years . 

Watching her son, Ari Bawa, 
receive his bachelor's degree in 
art was worth the break in 
tradition, said her husband, Ida 
Bagus Sutarja, who also left the 
island for the first time'. "We are 
very proud of him," the 50 year
old said. 

Ari Bawa is the first family 
member to be educated in the 
United States . He is also the first 
to receive a college degree. The 
24-year-old Pitzer College 
graduate and his family are from 
Mas, a village in the mountains 
of Bali. The family is a direct 
descendent of the founding 
families of the Kingdom of Bali. 
The island is part of Indonesia, 
located north of Australia in the 
Indian Ocean. 

For most people on the island, 
the Bali religion, a combination 
of Buddhism and Hindu, is an 
intricate part of their lives. In her 
village, Ida A. Madre is 
considered to be an incarnation 
of a Buddhist goddess . She was a 
dancer, but now cares for the 
upbringing of her 12 children. 
The 50-year-old petite woman is 
also known for making elaborate 
temple offerings, Bawa said. 

Just like his father before him, 
Ida Bagus Sutarja is a priest, 
carver, dancer, musician, mask
maker and teacher. His masks are 
so exquisite, one collection is 
currently on display at Stanford 
University. Although he plans to 
follow.in his father's footsteps, 
Bawa ~ow has one advantage his 
father 'never had - a college 
education. "My parents wanted 
me to see a very different part of 
the world," Bawa said. "They 
wanted me to have a better 
understanding of the Western 
culture. This will help me when I 
return to Bali. I want to help my 
people understand the West," 
he said. 

Two years ago, the 24-year-old 
came to California with the help 
of the Synergy Foundation, a 

President Frank Ellsworth 
Commencement, 1987: 

"I suggest today as a theme for our celebration: Peace through 
intercultural understanding - a peace, which is not only a 
desirable state of self, but of the world community in which each 
of us and each cultural group can participate. If 

nonprofit educational exchange 
program, said David Josephson, 
the president of the Foundation. 
The Synergy Foundation is also 
responsible for bringing Bawa's 
parents t? the graduation 
ceremomes. 

During their visit in May, the 
Balinese couple learned much 
about the American culture. 
"There are so many cars here," 
said Ida A. Madre, through a 
translator. "And the food is 
bland. But I do like Disneyland." 
But what impressed the Bali 
priestess the most was American 
women. "They are very fast," she 
said. "They are always moving. 
They dress in pants. It makes 
them look like men." She was 
also surprised at the number of 
women drivers, which are a rarity 
in Bali, she said. "During her first 
day here, my mother saw a 
woman driving down the street 
and a man sitting on the 
passenger side," Bawa said. "She 
started giggling. She thought it 
was the funniest thing she had 
ever seen." 

Not only did they enjoy taking 
in the local tourist spots, but the 
Balinese couple also had the 
pleasure of visiting their son's art 
exhibition at Pitzer. As part of 
his senior project, Bawa made 
several Balinese masks. The 
pieces, made of wood from the 
island, are intricately carved and 
painted. In addition to working 
diligently for a year on the masks, 
Ari toiled with the college life-

interesting experience. "It was 
surprising to see coed dorms," he 
said. "But I like the friendliness 
among the students and 
teachers." 

Before departing home, Ari 
and his parents spent a month in 
the United States. "I plan to 
come back to the United States 
for several visits," Ari said. "1 like 
it here very much and have made 
some very good friends." 

- Paula Monarez 
Reproduced with permission of. 
Ontario Daily Report 



The instructor faces his class, 
turning occasionally to point at a 
large map of Central America. 
He is attempting to make clear 
why Nicaragua, with only three 
million people, has captured 
world attention. H ands shoot up 
all over the classroom. "To what 
extent are Somoza's national 
guard involved with the contras?» 
comes the question. "Who would 
you say the Sandinistas hate 
more, the contras or the United 
States?" "But Ortega froze out 
the moderates, didn't he?" And, a 
firm assertation: "Well, it didn't 
surprise me but it truly disgusted 
me to learn about the U.S .lcontra 
drug connection!" 

Animated, opinionated, and 
inquisitive though they may be, 
these are not your typical Pitzer 
students and this is not your 
typical Pitzer course. For one, it's 
June - all the regulars have long 
gone. For another, the course 
las~s one week, not one semester. 
And finally, all of the students are 
well above 60 years of age. Some 
are a good two decades past that 
mark, or more. 

What's going on? Elderhostel. 
Elderhostel is , in the words of 

one sprightly septuagenarian, 
"the most marvelous thing for 
older people. It really opened 
doors in my mind that hadn't 
been opened in years." More 
specifically, Elderhostel is a sort 
of meeting of the minds / 
educational program / summer 
camp for older people. 

In 1974, Martin P. Knowlton 
had an idea. The 59-year-old 
student, teacher, research 
engineer, backpacker, world 
traveller and social activist had 
just returned from a four-year 
walking tour of Europe and he'd 
made a few observations along 
the way. One was that the 
European tradition of hosteling 
among the youth instilled in the 
young a spirit of adventure and 
involvement. Another was that 
there was no reason why this 
exciting tradition should be 
confined to Europe or, for that 
matter, the young. Knowlton 
dreamed up a scheme in which 
AmeJ can academic institutions 
would substitute for European 
hostels and travel would be 
combined with learning. To be 
enlightened, to increase one's 
sense of accomplishment and 
self-worth through learning -
this is what Knowlton sought 
through the creation of 
Elderhostel. 

And so it developed that in the 
summer of 1975 , five New 

Elderhostel 

Hampshire colleges opened their 
doors to 200 pioneering 
elderhostelers, and in 1979 Pitzer 
joined the ranks of Elderhostel 
host institutions that had opened 
their doors to adventuresome 
elders across the country and 
around the globe (the first West 
Coast college to do so ). 

While Elderhostel is head
quartered out of Boston, the two 
weeks in which elderhostelers 
descend on the Pitzer campus are 
completely organized, staffed, 
developed, and run by Pitzer's 
office of special programs, 
directed by Tom Manley. And it's 
well known in Elderhostel circles 
that Elderhostel at Pitzer is the 
place to be. Sixty-seven- year-old 
Gladys Thompson (a youngster 
by Elderhostel definition) tried 
to sign up for Pitzer's weeklong 
focus on Japan way back last 
winter and was told there was a 
waiting list of 100. She opted for 
the June session at Pitzer instead. 
"This is my third Elderhostel and 
they've all been at Pitzer. I was so 
impressed the first time I came 
that I don't go anywhere else," 
says Thompson. And she actually 
likes dorm life and campus food! 

"This week has really given me 
some new ideas. I hesitate to 
admit that Elderhostel is the only 
college education I've had ," 
confesses Thompson. "I was a 
depression child and when I 
finished high school, there was 
no way I could go to college. I 
always have regretted that. 
Elderhostel is the college 
education I didn't get as a young 
person." Lunch companion Ruth 
Swartz, 70-year-old student, 
chimes in: "May I tell you, you 
wouldn't have appreciated it as 
much at 17 as you do now." All 
around the table, elderhostelers 
nod in consensus . 

And Elderhostel is an 
education. The course described 
earlier that elicited all the 
questions and opinion was 
"Century of Troubles : United 
States and Nicaragua," taught by 
Paul Ranslow, vice president for 
admission and college relations. 
It was featured during the June 
session of Elderhostel along with 
two equally engaging classes: 
"Moveable Feasts: Good Life in 
Our Time," an exploration of the 
good life as defined throughout 
the ages in literature, politics, and 
philosophy, with professor AI 
Wachtel serving as guide; and 
"Historian as Detective: The 
Case of Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart," with Tom Manley 
leading the investigation into 
Mozart's death. 

At the July session, elder
hostelers experienced Japan in 
Claremont during "Fragile 
Blossoms: The Japan 
Experience," a week-long 
integrated course on Japan 
featuring presentations from 
specialists in Japanese religion, 
politics, literature, and language; 
and demonstrations by experts in 
Japanese floral arranging, 
cooking, tea ceremony, and other 
arts. What made it an extra
special learning experience for 
the elderhostelers was the 
presence of 100 college students 
from two Japanese universities . 
The Japanese students, too, are 
Pitzer summer regulars - they 
come each year for an intensive 
course on American culture (they 
live with area families ) and the 
English language. 

Probably the main reason 
Pitzer has become somewhat of a 
hot spot for elderhostelers is the 
interesting array of courses that 
the special programs office 
manages to dream up each year. 
But, it's more than that; it's the 
people teaching them. AI Wachtel 
is an Elderhostel perennial. 
Lucian Marquis has taught 
courses on "Democracy in 
America" as well as 
"Understanding the Russians ." 
Don Brenneis taught a class in 
''American Folk Music," Sharon 
Snowiss offered a class titled 
"Year 2000: Visions of the 
Future," and Peter Nardi offered 
a course on "The Magic of 
Computers." 

But, Pitzer gets something 
back from the elderhostelers. 
These are fun-loving, 
adventuresome, warm, 
intelligent, and curious people . 
Period. The fact that they're 
euphemistically referred to as 
"senior citizens" and subjected to 
all manner of ageist stereotyping 
seems beside the point. More or 
less irrelevant. These people are 
great to have around. Their 
presence at an institution most 
commonly inhabited by young 
people who are busy learning and 
making frenzied plans for a 
productive life is refreshing. It's 
an affirmation of those plans. 
They are living the dream 
realized - a long life filled with 
learning. As Gladys Thompson 
put it : "This is my time." And 
83-year-old Margaret Woolley 
answered (with a reference to AI 
Wachtel's course), "This is the 
good life! " 
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JD: Twenty years is a long time -
in Pitzer's life as well as yours. What 
was it like then? 

DY: I came here at the beginning 
of Pitzer's fourth year. 
Everything had the sparkle of 
newness. The trees on campus 
were mere babies. Avery, Mead 
and McConnell did not exist. The 
student body consisted of a few 
hundred girls living in two 
dorms. They would walk over to 
Harvey Mudd's dining hall for 
their meals. Before they could go 
out in the evening, the students 
had to sign out on a sheet at their 
dorm desk. Alcohol was strictly 
verboten. Once a week, we had 
Town 'Meeting in a large room in 
Scott Hall - facul ty and 
students brainstorming together 
to make Pitzer the best of all 
possible small liberal arts 
colleges. There was a great deal 
of frontier spirit and 
experimentation about the 
governance and the curriculum. 
It was around 1970 that we 
became a coeducational college. 
This changed the atmosphere 
considerably. I liked the change. 
I remember when I had one male 
in a full class of female students. 

JD: How do you retain momentum or 
enthusiasm for a job you do for 
twenty years? 

DY: First of all, the subject matter 
is at the core of my interest. I feel 
a commitment about most of the 
topics with which I've dealt in 
my courses and I have invested a 
lot of time in the research. I 
taught German I-b, the second 
semester level course, in the fall 
for ten years in a row. It was 
never the same. Each class is 
different. The composition of 
each class gives the course a 
definite character and steers me 
to do different things , use 
different readings, tell different 
jokes. I remember one time 
during a language class, I came 
to throw in some etymological 
explanations. I demonstrated on 
th.e blackboard how some words 
in English and German derived 
from Latin or Germanic stems 
and how the sound shifts had 
worked. I filled the spaces with 

"During all of this preparation 
I would picture in my mind 
my students sitting around a 
seminar table and myself 
telling them what I know and 
anticipating their questions, 
stimulating discussion and 
arousing their interest. " 

linguistic notations and hopped 
happily around pointing to this 
and that item on the board and 
added more arrows and syllables 
to make it really clear. And when 
I turned to my class one of my 
students gazed at me and said 
very slowly in utter amazement: 
"You must really like this stuff!" 

JD: I noticed that you've taught a lot 
of courses other than language and 
literature - "Germanic Folklore and 
Mythology, " "German Women in 
Fiction and Reality, " "Growing Up in 
Nazi Germany. " Those are really 
cross-disciplinary topiCS. 

DY: Pitzer has always encouraged 
creativity and innovation; it is 
open to changes and 
experimentation. For example, I 
was never turned down by a 
curriculum committee when I 
submitted a very new course for 
approval. In my 20 years at Pitzer 
I taught 17 different courses. 
Several were in terdisci plinary 
courses, which I developed in the 
spirit of Pitzer's social science 
emphasis. I would get a new 
course approved during the 
spring semester and use the 
summer to put it together -
plowing through heaps of books 
to find pertinent information, 
drawing up a semester plan, 
writing the lectures. That was the 
purest pleasure of my profession. 
And during all of this 
preparation I would picture in 
In " ", in r1 ,,,,, ~tllr1t'nt!> ,~itt i np' 

"I've always liked my office 
- I've always felt that the life 
of Pitzer flows back and forth 
outside my open door. " 

around a seminar table and 
myself telling them what I know 
and anticipating their guestions, 
stimulating discussion and 
arousing their interest, hearing 
different opinions and 
interpretations. I consider myself 
very fortunate to have been able 
to do this during so many years 
of my life. I cannot think of any 
vocation that I would rather have 
pursued. 

JD: What were some of the 
difficulties you encountered in your 
years of teaching? 

DY: I disliked consistently, during 
the entire 29 years of teaching, 
having to give final grades. That, 
through my position, I hold to 
some extent my students' future 
in my hands - especially in view 
of the struggle that they have to 
face out there in the cold world 
of competition. At the end of 
each semester, I brood over the 
final grades and about the 
grading system. I find it a 
hardship that I have to express 
my opinion about 15 weeks of a 
student's work, with all its 
different elements, by saying that 
it was a B or AB or Be. And 
some computer then swallows it . 
And somewhere another 
computer spits it out and 
deter!11ines which wav the 
student can go. At th~ same time, 
of course, I am very much for 
upholding high standards - my 
own and Pitzer's . 

"I disliked consistently, 
during the entire 29 years of 
teaching, having to give final 
grades. That, through my 
position, I hold to some extent 
my students' future in my 
hands. " 

JD: A number of your courses dealt 
with Nazi Germany. I know that you 
grew up in Germany during the Nazi 
regime. Was it difficult to teach 
about a topic that had so much 
impact on your own life? 

DY: It would be much easier to 
avoid it and say, "Let's not dwell 
on the past - let's rather look at 
present-day Germany," or "The 
subject is too painful and 
embarrassing to talk about ." But 
I feel an obligation to talk about 
it when asked and to answer the 
guestions. I lived in the country 
where it happened at the time 
when it happened - I was 20 in 
1945. During my years at Pitzer I 
received many invitations to 
speak to classes here and at other 
colleges, as well as to groups in 
churches, schools and 
organizations. Once, I was 
invited by the Long Beach 
Chapter of the National 
Conference of Christians and 
Jews to participate in the 
conference entitled: "The 
Holocaust - Our Response and 
Responsibility." I made two 
presentations and acted as a 
resource person for the 
discussion groups. This three-dav 
conference was one of the most ' 
difficult and moving experiences 
of my life. 

JD: What brought you to Pitzer and 
Claremont? Did you ever imagine, 
when you came, that you would stay 
20 years and eventually retire from 
Pitzer? 

DY: I remember in December 
.1966, when I came for the job 
lIlt~rvI.ew, the mountains lay 
maJestically, brown and purple, 
agalI1st a deep blue skv. In 
September 1967, whe'n I 
returned to start working, the sky 
was yellow. I sat in my new 
apartment in panic: "I signed a 
three-year contract, but I can't 
breathe!" Since then, I've grown 
to love Claremont. Living here is 
one of the great benefits of 
employment at Pitzer. It is a 
place where roses bloom all year, 
where the streets are lined with 
flowering trees , and where 
dunng the wi.nter Mount Baldy 
shimmers whIte above our exotic 
flora . I am from the north - this 
still enchants me. Claremont on 
the one hand , is a small toWI~. On 
the Fourth of] uly half of the 

"I want to say to them: 'You! 
You out there in the world! 
Write us! Come and visit us! 
We are still here, holding the 
fort. We remember you.' " 

population is in the parade and 
the other half watches. On the 
other hand, Claremont is a 
university town and a cultural 
center of some caliber. In my 20 
years here I have seen and heard 
celebrities such as Beverly Sills, 
Gloria Steinem, Coretta King, 
ZublJ1 Mehta, Gore Vidal, 
Marcel Marceau and Helmuth 
Schmidt. I was thrilled to be a 
par~ of the student and faculty 
chOir that sang Bach's B-Minor 
Mass with the Los Angeles 
Chamber Orchestra in Big 
~ridges. To put it this way: What 
IS speCIal about Claremont is that 
we can experience a top 
performance and ten minutes 
later enjoy the afterglow in our 
own living room - instead of on 
the freeway. 

JD: Twenty years in this office. It 
must seem like a second home. 

DY: .When I actually stop teaching 
I WIll have to move o ut dfthis 
office. I've always liked myoffice. 
It is in a strategic location -
I've always felt that the life of 
Pitzer flows back and forth 
outside my open door. I've spent 
many hours here with students, 
si tting on the plastic yellow 
chairs at the round table, with 
Siegfried benevolently looking 
down. 

JD: Whatever happened to 
Siegfried? 

DY: I suppose many students may 
remember him - the healthy and 
happy philodendron with whom 
I shared my office. In his prime, 
Siegfried's vines covered the 
window and hung from the 
ceiling in many loops between 
the window and the door. People 
passing by would do a double
take and proclaim, "I have never 
seen a bigger plant in my life!" It 
was suggested that Siegfried 
should be entered in the 
Guinness Book of World Records 
as the longest vine growing in an 
office. Last fal l, after 19 years, my 
husband and I dismantled old 
Siegfried and sent him off to 
Valhalla. However, his 
innumerable offspring live on in 
his tradition. His sons are called 
Siegmund, his daughters 
Sieglinde. 

JD: Do any special thoughts cross 
your mind as you wrap up this part 
of your teaching career? 

DY: The idea that my career is 
approaching its end makes me 
think: Have I done enough? It is 
clear to me at this point in my 
life that I will not land on the 
moon, transplant a heart, or win 
a Nobel Prize. As teachers 
though, I believe we all ch'erish 
the hope that what we gave our 
students they will carry through 
life. It is very enjoyable and 
gratifying to be remembered by 
former students. I want to say to 
them: "You! You out there in the 
world! Write us! Come and visit 
us! We are still here, holding the 
fort; we remember you. Your 
time with us was one stepping 
stOne on the road to where you 
are now. Come back! Show us 
your new faces, tell us abou t your 
work, bring LIS your children! 
Forgive us if we don't write -
but we always have time and 
open arms when you come and 
visit." 

JD: What are you planning to do 
during your retirement? 

DY: I am looking forward to 
having more time for various 
unfinished writing projects that 
.are crowding my file cases. But 
first of all, in the fall , I will team
teach a literature course in our 
new program: International and' 
Intercultural Studies. One of the 
privileges of being a professor 
emerita is that I remain a 
member of the Pitzer 
community, which I value very 
highly. Pitzer has become my 
second home. I would miss the 
contact with my colleagues and 
the all-pervading spirit of 
collegiality and humane-ness. 

" 
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Twenty Years at Pitzer: 
Reflections of Pitzer's First Professor Emerita 

by the president and dean of faculty 

on May 17, 1987 

After 20 years as the core of 
Pitzer's German department 
(some might say as the 
department itself), Dorothea 
Kleist Yale has retired from full 
professorship to assume the 
position of Pitzer's first professor 
emerita. 

Born and raised in Berlin, 
Germany, during some of that 
country's most troubled times, 
Yale immigrated to the United 
States in 1952. Shortly 
thereafter, she received her 
bachelor of arts degree at the 
City College of New York and 
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. 
Yale continued her education at 
Stanford University where she 
received her master's and 
doctorate degrees. In 1958, six 
years after her arrival, she became 
a United States citizen. She now 
lives in Claremont with her 
husband, Paul Yale, a professor of 
mathematics at Pomona College. 

If one were to be specific about 
where, exactly, Dorothea Yale has 
lived since 1976, the address 
would have to be: Pitzer College, 
Scott Hall, Room 222. And in 
the case of Professor Yale, the 
adage "Home is where the heart 
is" takes on special meaning. 
Sitting in her office surrounded 
by shelves and shelves of much
loaned-out books, her desk 
inhabited by descendents of her 
once-famous philodendron, 
Siegfried, professor Yale reflects 
on her 20 years of teaching at 
Pitzer. 

When she remembers and 
recalls, those thoughts come 
clearly from her heart - her eyes 
actually do sparkle, her hands 
gesticulate with animation, she 
laughs easily and heartily, and 
she searches for just the right 
words to express thoughts she 
feels deeply. Clearly, her heart 
was, and continues to be, in her 
work as a very special educator. 

IN HER WORDS ~ 



Does the name Coro Foundation 
ring any bells? It was the subject of 
a previous Participant cover story 
which detailed the success of a 
number of Pitzer alums who went on 
to become Coro Fellows and 
participated in what's been called "a 
cram course in leadership" - a 
year spent observing the inside 
workings of community agencies, 
labor organizations, corporations, 
political headquarters, and city, 
county, and state entities. The current 
and previous executive directors of 
the Foundation are Pitzer alums: 
Joan Wilson Anderson '68 took over 
the post vacated by Robin Kramer 
'75. And on the board of directors is 
Pitzer's own Lucian Marquis, 
professor of political studies. 

Once a year, Coro Foundation 
friends and supporters meet for the 
Coro Public Affairs Award dinner in 
which the leadership organization 
honors leaders. This year they 
honored Eli Broad with the Crystal 
Coro Eagle. 

The name Eli Broad may ring a 
few bells as well. Broad is the 
chairman and chief executive officer 
of one of the largest, most 
successful multinational housing 
and insurance companies in the 
country - Kaufman & Broad, Inc. 
He is also founding chairman of the 
Board of Trustees of The Museum of 
Contemporary Art and former vice 
chairman and now trustee emeritus 
of the Board of Trustees for the 
California State University system. 
But most significant to this audience, 
Eli Broad is a former chairman of the 
Pitzer College Board of Trustees, a 
life trustee, and a long-time 
supporter of the College. And that 
was the affiliation at the top of 
Broad's list when, upon receiving the 
Coro award, he told the audience 
that in honoring him, they honored 
those institutions in which he 
believes. Following, is his 
acceptance speech: 
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A Tribute to Pitzer 

It is with tremendous pride 
that I accept this honor. The 
hardest thing about receiving an 
honor, as Adlai Stevenson once 
noted , is "how to accept it 
without proving to your 
audience that you are unworthy 
of it." 

My acceptance tonight is made 
easier because this honor 
represents not so much a tribute 
to me, as a tribute to the causes 
and institutions that you and I 
support and believe in. 

We believe in education, and 
the advancement of good 
colleges like Pitzer, because our 
future as a society will be 
determined by a generation of 
young people who inspire us 
with new ideas and new vision. 

We believe in cultural 
advancement, and in bringing 
world-class institutions like 
MOCA and the Temporary 
Contemporary to our city 
because the arts enrich the 
quality of our lives, help us to 
think new thoughts and 
understand new dimensions. 

And we believe in a political 
and social process where 
entrepreneurs like myself - born 
in New York City and raised in a 
middle-class family in Detroit -
have the opportunity to succeed 
beyond their wildest schoolboy 
expectations - and in return, to 
give something back to their 
societv and their communitv. 

When Edye and I came to Los 
Angeles some 25 years ago, we 
made an effort to become 
involved in our city, and we've 
participated in a variety of 
causes, from politics, to 
education, to contemporary art. 
We've found that Los Angeles is a 
great, open city, a city where 
people with commitment and 
drive can achieve their visions 
and make an impact on their 
community without necessarily 
being one of the fourth 
generation founding families. 

Over the years , we've seen Los 
Angeles emerge into a world
class city - in the arts, in 
education, in civic achievement, 
and in business as a leading 
financial center and the hub of 
the Pacific Rim. 

Fortunately, through 
organizations like the Coro 
Foundation, we are developing 
the enlightened leaders who will 
guide this community in the 
future. 

Thank you again for this 
honor, not for myself, but as an 
affirmation that the arts, 
education, and civic involvement 
are vital if we are to realize the 
potential of the "Golden 
Decade" that is unfolding here in 
Los Angeles. 

Yo ho, yo ho, a sailor's life for the 
history department. Specifically, a 
history seminar aboard the Sapphire 
Sea, heading for Catalina Island. Not 
since 1983, when they took the 
history seminar to Ensenada, 
Mexico, has it been such an 
experience for the partiCipants. 
Normally the conference-style 
seminar, in which history majors 
present in-depth papers on a variety 
of topics, takes place over a 
weekend in Claremont. Last spring, 
history-major Sandy Corbett 
suggested the Sapphire Sea (her 
uncle's yacht and the sight of many 
Hollywood parties when it was 
owned by June Allyson and Dick 
Powell). When everyone 
enthusiastically agreed, no one 
predicted lurching seas or queasy 
stomachs. Still, by all accounts, it 
was marvelously entertaining and 
highly educational. Allen 
Greenberger, professor of history, 
relates the adventure: 

i 

Sailing Through History 

When we left Newport on the 
Sapphire Sea we had everything 
broken down beautifully - three 
hour-long presentations on 
"History and Religion" in the 
morning, then lunch, and in the 
afternoon three more on 
"European Historiography." 
Unfortunately, sea sickness 
started early on - the first 
person was green in two minutes. 
It was really a rough trip over. 

During the second 
presentation the audience 
thinned rapidly. The rolling sea 
finally took down Werner 
Warmbrunn and, ultimately, only 
a few good sailors were left -
sitting quite comfortably in the 
rocking boat. 

Midway through the second 
paper we decided to quit for a 
while and see what would 
develop. A little later, we 
gathered together the survivors 
and most of us made our way up 
to the top deck to make another 
attempt at presenting a paper in 
the lurching seas: Brannon 
Wheeler's examination of "The 
Sacred in History." It was really 
delightful. The audience was 
interested and asked a lot of 
questions . There's something 
very "Pitzer" about people on the 
top deck, arguing about the 
objective and subjective in 
history, or learning about Hopi 
desert history in the middle of 
the Catalina channel. 

Once we were in the shadow of 
Catalina, the seas calmed and we 
watched the flying fish. We ate 
our McConnell-made sandwiches 
and went swimming off the side 
of the boat. After we finally 
managed to convince professor 
Warmbrunn that we could 
present the remaining papers the 
next day, we headed for shore 
leave. We went biking, 
snorkeling, broke into separate 
groups, and reappeared on the 
pier that evening. There was a 
real sense of cohesion as we 
rented our golf carts and headed 
out for a scenic drive. 

Dinner was another thing 
altogether. After much 
discussion, we finally decided on 
a restaurant. We ended up 
someplace drinking pitchers of 
Margaritas and received a bill for 
$30 for two pitchers! At that 
point, we went our separate ways 
for dinner, meeting afterward to 
head for the boat. 

Back at the Sapphire Sea 
(vvhich isn't designed to sleep 
15 ), the first on board grabbed 
the best sleeping accommoda
tions . Some of us played trivial 
pursuit and the rowdies came 
back for a poker game on deck. I 
taught them how to play real 
poker - three cards wild or first 
card on the forehead . 

The next day, at 5:30 a.m., 
Werner and I watched the sun 
rise on the coast. Allison Brown 
cooked breakfast and by 10 a.m. 
we started to give the remaining 
presentations - the third section 
was "Pitzer History." We had 
them done before we left the 
harbor for a smooth trip back. 

The whole thing was really 
Sandy Corbett's idea. Normally, 
we have all-day seminars. 
Obviously, this was more of an 
experience. As one of the 
students said : "That was the 
perfect way to finish the 
experience of being a history 
major at Pitzer." I think that's 
part of what makes Pitzer special 
- the realization that there can 
be learning and fun at the same 
time. 



The Admission Office Wants You 

Our alumni-admission 
network is expanding and have 
we got plans for you! Committee 
members Camille Lombardo, 
Anita Ortega-Oei, Chuck Diaz, 
and Lucy Lopez met with Vice 
President of Admission and 
College Relations Paul Ranslow 
and Associate Dean of Admission 
Katie Leighton '83 recently to 
discuss strategies and activities 
for the coming year. There is no 
doubt in the minds of our 
admission team that alumni have 
played a significant role in 
Pitzer's outstanding recruitment 
year. So, that means more work 
ahead. The ways in which 
graduates can help with the 
recruitment of new students will 
vary by region. In the Los 
Angeles area, alums will be asked 
to come to campus and 
participate in On Campus Day, 
usually planned twice during the 
year, for prospective students and 
their parents. In four other cities . 
- Chicago; Washington, D.C.; 
Boston, and New York - alumni 
will be asked to meet with 
accepted students at new student 
receptions planned for the spring 
of 1988. 

Career Networking at the Beach 

The Southern California 
Alumni Club sponsored another 
successful career networking 
evening. This one was held on 
June 10, 1987, at the beautiful 
waterfront home of Nancy Rose 
Bushnell '69 in Laguna Beach, 
California. Back by popular 
demand was moderator Joanne 
Butera Turner '70, a self
employed management 
consultant. She led the alums in 
dialogue about their own careers, 
as well as through exercises 
aimed at pinpointing ways in 
which our alums can help one 
another. It was a perfect Pitzer 
evening filled with exchanging 
ideas, participating in 
discussions, and enjoying the 
great company. 

Alums Just Keep On Giving 

Another successful year for the 
Alumni Annual Fund committee 
has just 'ended. Co-chairs of that 
committee, Scott Citron '77 and 
Madeline Pinsky Walker '73, 
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Alumni Update 

report that the number of alumni 
contributing to the College rose 
by 10 percent over last year, 
while the amount of money 
donated by these alums grew by 
13 percent. The success of our 
student phonathons was 
attributed to the significant 
increase in our donors. Wasn't it 
fun to chat with a Pitzer student, 
finding out everything that is 
happening on campus these days? 
Plans call for these student 
phonathons to continue in the 
coming year. Please be as 
receptive to their request for 
support to Pitzer again this year. 
Alumni Annual Fund co-chairs 
for 1987-88, Scott Citron and 
Joel Fields '85, have announced 
that the goal for the year is to 
raise $120,000 from 1000 alumni 
donors. It's a very ambitious goal 
and would mean a 20 percent 
increase in both dollars and 
donors. But we can do it! Let's all 
work together for Pitzer. 

Jim, John, and Joel Join the Ranks 

The results of the elections for 
the officers of the Alumni 
Association were announced 
at the Alumni Council's final 
meeting on May 9, 1987. Re
elected as vice president / 
programs was Sandy Segal '78, 
while Camille Lombardo '70 was 
re-elected to the position of 
association secretary. Joining the 
Alumni Council next year will be 
three new members-at-large: Jim 
Harnagel '77, John Landgraf '84, 
and Joel Fields '85. Other 
continuing members of the 
Council are: President Deborah 
Bach Kallick '78, Vice President / 
Annual Giving Scott Citron '77, 
Treasurer Joanne Butera Turner 
'70, members-at-large Linda 
Powers Leviton '74, Chuck Diaz 
'75, and Anita Ortega-Oei '75. 
Faculty representatives for the 
coming year are Ellin Ringler
Henderson and Don Brenneis. 
Student reps are David Slocum 
'89, Jennifer Eberhardt '88, and 
Hector Martinez '88. The 
Council has a very busy year 
planned for all of you! 

Reunioning Alums Invade Claremont 
Approximately 800 graduates 

of Pitzer, Claremont McKenna, 
and Scripps Colleges spent a 
weekend in May, or a part of it, 
on their respective campuses 
celebrating Alumni Reunion 

On the Pitzer campus were 
graduates of the classes of 1967, 
1972, 1977, and 1982. Activities 
included a barbeque and square 
dance, where Holly Ochi 
Hidinger '72 and Jean Prinvale 
'77 led a contingent of Pitzer 
folks; faculty lectures and 
discussions, during which Peter 
Nardi explored the reality of 
elusion and magic; round-robin 
tennis tournament, where Nancy 
Rose Bushnell '69 looked like she 
was warming up for Wimbledon; 
jazz at Flamson Plaza on the 
CMC campus, featuring Roy 
Durnal '86 and the Hot Pecans; 
and much more. Reunioning 
alumni had a chance to visit with 
faculty friends (during a 
reception on Friday evening at 
Frank Ellsworth's home and then 
again over lunch on Saturday) 
which is always the highlight of a 
visit to Pitzer. 

Grads arrived on campus from 
all corners of the country: the 
"girls" from '82 flew in from 
Washington, D.C., (Bridget 
Baker, Mimi Roth, and Sharon 
Kurn) and were met at the 
airport by L.A. friend Susan 
Feinberg; Andrea Sklar Sidorow 
'82 from Chicago met up with 
classmate Andrea Mack Wolfe 
from the Bay Area; J ames Jones 
'77 and wife Lisa returned to 
campus from Texas; Gladys 
Frankel '72 made a visit to Pitzer 
a part of her vacation on the West 
Coast from her home in New 
York; David Barr '77 and Sandra 
Hansberger '78 represented 
Oregon in Holden Hall for the 
weekend; Northern Californian 
Joan Karlin '72 and husband Paul 
Resnick (CMC '70) showed 
Abigail and Joshua around their 
old stomping grounds; and 
Diana Saunders-Sanchez '76 
joined the activities all the way 
from Hawaii. That's just to name 
a few; Southern California was 
very well represented. 

So, a special appeal to 
members of the classes of 1968, 
1973, 1978, and 1983: Let's get 
started with plans for your 
Reunion Weekend next spring. 
Call the alumni office (714 /621 -
8130) to indicate your 
willingness to serve on your 
reunion planning committee. We 
need everyone's help to make the 
weekend enjoyable and fun! 

PHOTO ALBUM 
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In 1983-84 Pitzer celebrated its 
20th anniversary. That milestone 
prompted the College community to 
do some serious thinking about its 
two decades worth of alumni -
what could or should be done to 
keep alive their sense of belonging 
and commitment to the Pitzer 
community. It was decided that it 
was time to support and promote the 
development of a strong alumni 
program and that the person who 
should guide that effort would be 
Meg Wilson. After four years of 
heading the alumni office, Meg 
Wilson is leaving Pitzer to travel to 
Park City, Utah, where her husband, 
Don, (former director of development 
and planned giving at Scripps 
College) has accepted a position as 
executive director of the Foundation 
for the U.S. Ski Team. 

During Wilson's tenure as director 
of the alumni program, many of the 
hopes the College had for the 
program were realized. An alumni 
admission program was developed 
with prospective student/alumni 
receptions held in Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, San Diego, and Chicago. 
An alumni directory and handbook 
were published. Five regional clubs 
were developed - in Southern and 
Northern California, Chicago, New 
York, and Washington, D.C. A new 
tradition of five-college reunions 
was started, as well as a highly 
successful program of finding "lost" 
alums. The budget allocated to 
support the alumni program 
increased by 500 percent and, as a 
direct result of alumni programs, 
donations from alumni increased 
three-fold. But, Wilson was 
productive in other areas as well: 
while at Pitzer she became a 
mother. Her daughter, Mairin, is 
now two. 

Wilson put much time and energy 
into her work and accomplishments. 
She shares her thoughts about 
Pitzer, the alumni, and the alumni 
program: 
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Fond Farewell ... 

Blazing the Trail 

"I remember when I started 
this job four years ago one of the 
major goals was to communicate 
with alums across the country. 
Of course, that's always an 
ongoing process, but I feel good 
abour satisfying that direct need 
and opening up that 
communication. Alums are now 
in contact with Pitzer and seem 
to have a clearer sense of what 
they can do. 

I would say that the major 
emphasis for the future growth 
of the alumni program should be 
focussed on the development of 
the regional clubs. This past year 
we have held alumni functions in 
10 different cities across the 
country. We've been able to 
harness the energies of quite a 
few alums in various regions and 
what I hope would happen from 
here is that those groups pull 
together and make their regional 
program work. Most of what 
goes on now is generated in 
Claremont. It doesn't need to be 
and shouldn't be. What I'd like to 
see happen is for those groups to 
call the alumni office and say 
"This is what we)ve planned; what 
can you do to help?" I would like 
to see the initiative coming from 
outside. 

In my mind, the goal of the 
alumni office is to help alums stay 
connected with Pitzer. That was 
the point of the new alumni 
directory. Through the 
Participant we keep alums abreast 
of what's happening on campus 
today. We invite alums to audit 
classes; we let them know what 
the faculty are doing. We supply 
a repository of names so that 
alumni can get in touch with 
Pitzer friends, and offer 
opportunities for career 
networking or social networking 
- we connect them with Pitzer 
alwnni in their new location 
should they move. It's part of 
keeping relationships alive. 

But, let's face it: Pitzer needs 
their alums more than the alumni 
need Pitzer. Alumni need to 
understand that. Part of being an 
alum means giving back to an 
institution that gave to them. 
Obviously, we need alums to 
help by contributing financially. 
Often, alumni seem put out at 
the request but, frankly, I find 
that a bit naive. I think it's 

perfectly realistic to be asked to 
contribute to a place that gave so 
much. It doesn't matter how 
small the amount - it's the 
support that counts. 

But, alums can help in ways 
other than financial 
contributions . They can help 
with admission recruiting -
passing on names of interested 
students to the admission office 
or assisting with recruiting 
efforts in their area. They're really 
the best Pitzer salespeople. And 
any way in which they can help 
students through career 
networking, we're grateful. 
Students love to talk to alums 
about their careers - sound 
them out, ask for advice . Of 
course, we hope alums will 
participate in alumni events in 
their part of the country. 

I've been happy to see a lot of 
the goals we had for the alumni 
office realized. I feel good about 
that. There's been a growing 
interest in the program by faculty 
and administration. President 
Ellsworth has travelled endlessly 
to meet with alums and never 
seems to tire of it - he really 
enjoys the alums and continues 
to correspond with many of 
them. Same goes for the faculty. 
I've found it heartwarming to see 
alums and faculty together - to 
see how much they care about 
each other and Pitzer. They've 
worked hard together and 
shared, and still share, a lot. It's 
those interactions that SlUn up 
for me what a small liberal arts 
education can mean. 

Without meaning to sound 
sappy, what flashes through my 
mind when I think about what's 
been most rewarding for me is 
finding so many alums that I now 
think of as friends. Sometimes 
doing my job felt like chatting 
with a friend on the phone. I 
feel, in leaving the Claremont 
and Pitzer communities behind, 
that I'm leaving a real sense of 
family. 

What does the future hold? 
Getting acclimated to a new 
environment. Polishing up my 
skis and teaching Mairin to ski. 
House hunting. Being 
supportive of my husband. 
Spending October in the British 
Isles aqd visiting relatives in 
Ireland. And, as soon as possible, 
continuing my career in higher 
Pt111r'lTl("'\n " 
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That Pioneer Spirit 

Pictutf this: You're a high 
school senior making that all
important decision - where will 
you go to college in the fall? You 
know that college will confront 
you with a lot of unknowns but, 
instead of choosing an institution 
where you can ask around and 
get some background, you pick 
for yourself a college that did not 
even exist the year before. You 
become a "Pitzer pioneer." 

That's exactly what Suzanne 
Zetterberg did in 1964 and she's 

been a pioneer ever since. This 
year she leaves a varied and 
highly successful art/business 
career to take over the reins as 
the new director of alumni 
programs. 

Zetterberg's experiences as a 
member of the first class to 
graduate with four years at Pitzer 
- a class that helped to shape 
and define the new institution -
contributes to her special 
attachment to the school. 
"Because there were so few of us, 
we were very actively involved. If 
a town meeting was called in 
Scott Hall, you went. You wanted 
to know everything that was 
happening," she recalls. And 
though she's proud of the 
moniker "Pitzer pioneer," 
Zetterberg considers herself to be 
pretty much a graduate of the 
entire Claremont group. 

~ "I really went to all of the 
Colleges," says Zetterberg. 
"Pitzer only had Scott and 
Sanborn Halls - with lots of 
dirt and rocks in between - so 
that first year we ate at CMC, 
which was then Claremont Men's 
College. The Scripps girls didn't 
appreciate that one bit. The next 
year, we took our meals at 
Harvey Mudd. All of my science 
courses were at Pomona and my 
third year, after switching from 
pre-med to art, I took most of 
my classes and lived at Scripps. I 
also went to The Claremont 
Graduate School for summer 
courses." 

Nonetheless, in 1968 Zetter
berg received her degree from 
Pitzer, going on to acquire a 
teaching credential and master's 
degree in art from The 
Claremont Graduate School. 

For seven years, Zetterberg 
taught everything from ceramics, 
to painting, to jewelry at a 
Covina high school until her 
pioneering spirit got the better 
of her and she started her own 
graphics/ stationery business -
Rainbow Zoo. If there's any 
substance to right brainlleft 
brain theory, then Zetterberg 
spent the next decade with her 
entire brain in full gear as the 
artist displayed an extraordinary 
level of business acumen -
turning a garage operation into a 
card/stationery business with 30 
employees and national and 
international sales. In 1979 she 
:ltltlt>tl :l Tlt>W tlimt>TlsioTl to her 

business dealings, moving into 
retail as well as wholesale with a 
partnership in a successful 
Claremont store - Craft 
Designs. Zetterberg was able to 
test-market her own products at 
Craft Designs, a system that 
worked to the benefit of both 
enterprises. 

She sometimes wonders what 
motivated her to take on the 
businesses, what led her to 
continue to experiment and take 
risks. "I don't know if it's me, or 
just the kind of person that is 
attracted to Pitzer, or do you 
learn something at Pitzer ... is 
there something in the process of 
education here, that leads to 
entrepreneurship?" she queries. 

Discussing her businesses leads 
Zetterberg back to Pitzer, 
reflecting, too, the movement in 
her life. In April of 1986 she sold 
Rainbow Zoo and she is 
currently in the process of selling 
her interest in Craft Designs as 
she starts her new and very 
different career at Pitzer. Now, 
what precipitated that move? 

"My husband and I separated 
and I felt a need for a change. I 
wanted to put my energies into 
one thing - something that was 
more directly people-oriented 
than my previous work. iiVhen 
this opportunity came up I gave 
it a lot of thought and decided 
the timing was right," she 
explains. "I'm tired of working 
with things and I'm really excited 
about working with people - at 
an institution that gave me so 
much." 

And for Zetterberg, doing 
alumni work at Pitzer will be like 
continuing a project she started 
many years ago. When she began 
at Pitzer there was no alumni 
program - there were no alums. 
She helped to form the original 
alumni board and to write the 
alumni bylaws. "I want to bring 
back to Pitzer my 20 years of 
outside experience and help the 
altunni program to grow. I'm 
really excited about this change." 

Sounds like a pioneer. 



BIRTHS 
MARILEE CASTENHOLZ 

'73 (La Jolla, California) has a 
new baby, Emily Rose McKelvey. 
Emily was born June 22,1987, at 
home, with dad and a nurse/ 
midwife in attendance. Marilee 
reports that the birth "was very 
harmonious and we're all doing 
fine!" 

NANCY NELSON HILL '69 
(Albuquerque, New Mexico) and 
husband Dwight announce the 
birth of daughter Caroline on 
March 12, 1987. Baby joins sister 
Emily, born December 10,1983. 
For the time being, Nancy's 
career in special education is on 
hold while she puts in a stint as a 
full-time mom. 

SARAH LOTHROP 
DUCKETT '69 (Hopkinton, 
Massach usetts) announces two 
additions to her family: Mark, 1, 
and Amy, 4, both from Korea. 
Sarah says "It has, and continues 
to be, a real adjustment for all of 
us - especially me, going from 
one to three kids! But, we're all 
doing very well ... I think!" 

MARY COLLISON WISS '73 
(Alexandria, Virginia) gave birth 
to a daughter, Sarah, on October 
10, 1986. Mary is on leave from 
the Library of Congress, 
Recording for the Blind. 

STEPHANIE PETKER 
SAJJADIEH '82 (Glendale, 
California) gave birth to 
daughter Olivia Soraya Sajjadieh 
on February 22, 1987. Stephanie 
earned an M.A. in English from 
Cal State University, Northridge, 
in December of 1985. 

DENISE DRAGIN WYSE '78 
(Morganville, New Jersey) and 
husband Robert Wyse of Wyse 
Advertising, announce the birth 
of Alex on December 4, 1986. 
Their daughter Stephanie was 
born August 22, 1983. 

VIRGINIA SMITH '73 
(Portland, Oregon) is currently 
in private practice in gynecology 
at St. Vincent's Hospital in 
Portland. She and her husband, 
John Bissonnette, had their first 
child, daughter Kelsey, on 
June 12th. 
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The Scoop 

CLASS OF 1969 

ROBIN GRACE NEWKIRK 
(JOLLY) (Claremont, 
California) was recently married 
to Peter Kozelka at Sand Harbor 
in Lake Tahoe. Grace is a massage 
therapist and teaches English as a 
second language at Pitzer. She is 
a Spanish tutor at the Webb 
School and Peter is a chemistry 
instructor there. Their daughter, 
Tanya, recently graduated from 
Vivian Webb School, cum laude, 
and will attend Grinnell College 
in Iowa in the fall. 

ELLEN BURC,H ROSS (Las 
Vegas, Nevada) has retired from 
dancing at the Stardust Hotel 
Lido Show where she had been 
tripping the light fantastic for 10 
years. She's now working as a real 
estate appraiser, although she's 
taking a temporary leave due to 
the birth of Ashley, December 
31, 1986. Son Nathaniel was born 
July 25,1985. Mom, dad and 
kids love living in ranch country 
south of Las Vegas. 

CANDACE ELLING HAM 
(Springfield, Tennessee) is 
working as a registered nurse, in 
surgery, in a Springfield hospital. 

CLASS OF 1970 

SALLY WISE HILLIARD 
(Houston, Texas) reports she is 
currently at home with her three 
sons - ages 9, 6, and 2 years . 

LOIS REES LEWIS (Ross, 
California) has been a stewardess 
for 15 years with Western Airlines 
and travels all over the world. 
She retired to have her first child, 
Nicola Anne, in March 1986. She 
is currently working part time as 
project director for the 
Foundation for Inner Peace, 
which publishes A Course in 
Miracles. 

CLASS OF 1972 

FRANK (TIM) FLEMING 
(Alameda, California) has 
accepted a position with Delta 
Airlines and will be relocating to 
Atlanta, Georgia. He has spent 
the last six years working for the 
U.S. Navy as an engineer 
technician. Daughter Quincy has 
just graduated from high school 
and has been accepted at the U.S. 
Naval Academy. Son Skye, age 
10, wants to follow in his sister's 
footsteps. 

MELANIE MCCANN 
METTERNICH (Port Orchard, 
Washington) is working as a 
business manager for a Cadillac 
dealer. She and husband Michael 
have two children, Michael, born 
August 20, 1970, and Lorrie, 
born November 17,1975. 

CLASS OF 1973 

DICY MAKINS (Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania) has a lot to tell. 
She recently left San Diego and a 
job as a technical writer to return 
to Philadelphia. She thrives, 
living among Dominican nuns 
and working on a book of short 
stories. And in between, she says, 
she "stumbles over literally 
thousands of tourists near our 
downtown residence, here to 
celebrate the Constitution's 
200th birthday." She recently 
visited California, where her 
"bright spot" was visiting Pitzer 
and finally meeting Pitzer 
College president, Frank 
Ellsworth. "My Pitzer education 
is still working for me in risk
taking, keeping what dreams I 
have left, and tolerating diversity 
in others." . 

CHRISTOPHER HOWARD 
CLAPP and CHRISTIE LYNN 
SCHURMAN (Berkeley, 
California), who married a 
month or so before graduating 
from Pitzer, have changed their 
names. He is now Guru Prem 
Singh Khalsa and she is Guru 
Prem Kaur Khalsa. They are 
members of the Sikh religion, 
wherein he has attained the 
status of yogi. 

CLASS OF 1974 

NORM CARTER, a basketball 
star and high jlUnper for the 
Sagehens, is the second Pitzer 
allUnnus to enter the Hall of 
Fame. Carter entered Pitzer the 
same year that the College 
merged athletically with Pomona. 
In basketball, he was an all
purpose guard - a play-maker, 
driver, rebounder, and top free 
throw shooter. During his four 
years, he led the team in assists 
each year and established a 
school record of 100 assists as a 
junior. He was named AlI-

Conference and was selected to 
play on the District All-Star 
team, as well as being named 
captain. In tracie, Carter was 
drafted for the high jump and, in 
two short years, took a second 
place at the All-Conference meet 
and was named to the AlI
Conference team. Carter is 
currently the budget 
administrator for the city of 
Pasadena where he makes his 
home with his wife DeBorrah, 
who is expecting their first child. 

Changes have been in the 
making for BONNIE LEWIS 
(San Pedro, California). She and 
her husband, Jim, sold their 
condo and just bought a 
"wonderful older home" in San 
Pedro. Congratulations! They 
now have the "joy, challenge, and 
hassle of fixing up a large yard 
and modernizing a cute but 
prehistoric kitchen." Bonnie 
recently quit her job of eight 
years as a clinical social worker in 
an adult mental health center. 
She now works at her own 
practice, doing psychotherapy in 
West Los Angeles . It is, she says, 
"a long way for a former French 
major to have travelled! . .. I 
keep in touch with my Pitzer 
friends , who are still among my 
favorite people of all time." Well 
thanks, Bonnie! And, we'll pass 
along your special hello to Harry 
Senn and Dorle Yale. 

On June 6, 1987, DEBBIE 
NEU (Torrance, California) 
became Debbie Neu Robb when 
she married Skip Robb, a captain 
with Catalina Cruises. It seems 
they met on a Pitzer alumni 
whale watch on a rainy day in 
1983. 

SUZAN SCHWANTZ 
DELANEY (Ledyard, 
Connecticut) passed two major 
milestones: she moved to the 
East Coast, and she saw her first 
snowfall. She's recovering, with 
jaws wifed shut for eight weeks, 
from 111ajor jaw surgery. Suzan 
works free-lance writing and 
editing for educational textbook 
publishers. Next fall she begins 
teaching, half-time, first grade at 
a private Jewish school. 

KAREN GIRARD KOREH 
(Reseda, California) has had a 
"wonderfully busy" year. Her 
son, Oze, is celebrating his first 
birthday; mom and dad bought 
their first home; and' Karen 
returns to work in special 
education soon. 

CLASS OF 1975 

SUSAN HOLLEMAN ROSS 
(Redmond, Washington) writes, 
"I have been writing fiction for 
the past couple of years and my 
first short story to be published, 
'Among Women,' will be in the 
fall/winter volume of Other 
VOices, a literary journal published 
in Chicago. My husband, Jeff 
Ross (CMC '75) and I have a 
second child, Barry Alexander, 
born in March of 1986. Our first 
child, Lindsey, is novv 5 years 
old." 

LAURIE GREENWOOD 
MAYNARD (San Diego, 
California) has joyful and sad 
news both. On August 31, 1986, 
red-haired, blue-eyed daughter 
Sarah arrived; and on June 13, 
1987, Laurie's husband often 
years passed away. Laurie's in 
private practice doing individual 
and family therapy - and loving 
it. 

JUDY GRIESEDIECK (San 
Jose, California) recently took 
two first-place awards and tied 
for one second-place award in 
the Associated Press' annual 
photojournalism competition for 
papers in California and Nevada. 
Yeah, Judy! 

As for MICHAEL K. 
CHRISTIE (San Jose, 
California) there's also good 
news - a great new job. He's 
general manager for a firm 
publishing a bi-monthly journal 
on holistic health. He says it's a 
"delight to be doing what I do 
well and love: people 
management, business 
management, and strategic 
planning. Not to mention doing 
it for a publication that supports 
a 'what' I believe in!" 

CLASS OF 1976 

LAURELS. GOLDBERG 
(Vancouver, Canada) gives us an 
update : she's married to Rabbi 
Dr. YK. Goldberg, a dentist; and 
they have four children, ages 7,4, 

21f2, and 9 months. Laurel does 
volunteer work in the Jewish 
community. She also sings 
professionally, and wants to work 
when the baby is older. The 
family loves living in Canada. 
She sends regards to Mary 
Zinkin, Wendy Glenn, Andy 
Bellof, Sue Holleman Ross and 
Carol Lazarus Geldman. 

There are congratulations in 
order for LINDA S. STEVENIN 
(Palo Alto, California) who has 
been made a principal in an 
architectural firm. Her areas of 
expertise include design and 
project management for technical 
facilities , office and adminis
trative areas, and interior design. 

CLASS OF 1977 

LEORA BRITVAN (Santa 
Monica, California) is a third
year medical student at USC and 
hopes to graduate in 1988. In her 
spare time she enjoys working at 
the gym and keeping in shape. 

SHERYL L. MERRELL 
(Coeur d'Alene, Idaho) has been 
teaching for the Post Falls School 
District. She had a baby girl, 
Elizabeth, in June of 1986. 

LINDA S. HALFON 
(Eugene, Oregon) was recently 
awarded the 1987 Graduate 
Teaching Fellow Award for 
distinguished teaching. Linda 
received her master's degree in 
fine arts during the University of 
Oregon's 1l0th commencement 
ceremonies in June. 

CATHY PILLING WALLACE 
(Ojai, California) who has been 
working for a printing and 
publishing company for the last 
seven years, recently married. 

CLASS OF 1978 

MICHELLE MARKS (Silver 
Spring, Maryland) has just 
completed a Ph.D. in anatomy 
and cellular biology at the Tufts 
University School of Medicine. 
She has been awarded a three
year Arthritis Foundation 
postdoctoral fellowship to work 
at the National Institute of 
Health. Her husband, Lance 
Clawson, is a psychiatry resident 
at Walter Reed. 



ROD FUJITA (Corvallis, 
Oregon) has just completed a 
two-year postdoctoral program at 
Oregori State, writing a renewal 
proposal to continue work on 
tracer analysis of nitrogen 
metabolism of seaweeds. He is a 
research associate for the School 
of Oceanography. 

LORI B. BROOKS (San 
Francisco, California) confesses 
to having become a Macintosh 
computer junkie. She produces a 
monthly newsletter for the adult 
division of her school district and 
also runs a teachers' Mac Users 
Group. And those are just her 
volunteer activities! Lori also 
teaches English as a second 
language, works at her teachers' 
union, and does freelance 
editorial work. She's 
"overextended a3 usual, but 
loving every minute of it!" 

SHAHEEN HUSAIN (Kansas 
City, Missouri) is continuing her 
work as a management 
consultant with United Missouri 
Bank. She just completed work 
on a four-year construction 
project for a new bank 
headquarters building and is now 
involved in renovating the older 
facilities. Shaheen was included 
in the 1987-88 edition of the 
Who)s Who of American Women 
for recognition of demonstrated 
outstanding achievement in her 
field and contributing 
significantly to society. 
Congratulations, Shaheen! 

Nuptial news from JOHN 
AUBREY DOUGLASS (Santa 
Barbara, California) who married 
Jill Annette Shinkle on June 27, 
1987. John has been busy since 
graduation getting his master's 
degree from UC Santa Barbara, 
and working as a planner in the 
chancellor's office at UCSB. 

CLASS OF 1979 

JOHANNA SIEGMANN 
(New York, New York) has had a 
hectic summer: she bought a 
condo on the Upper West side; 
starts rehearsing for a play in 
September; and through it all, is 
trying t<j> network with Pitzies 
active in the entertainment 
business. Johanna is thinking of 
coming to L.A. and "would 
appreciate a few contacts before 
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jumping out of the nest sans 
wings. " Interested Pitzies 
should contact the Alumni Office 
for her address. 

Update from LINDA 
MACDONALD (Houston, 
Texas): "It's hot over here! " 
Linda is busy playing on a coed 
soccer team, windsurfing, and in 
her spare time, working full-time 
as personnel services manager for 
an oil well service company. In 
between soccer practice and 
games she walks for relaxation 
and exercise(!). She was recently 
nominated for Who)s Who in 
American Women. Visiting Los 
Angeles last Christmas, Linda 
took a walking tour of 
downtown. Her final news flash: 
"L.A.'s not a bad city when you 
can actually see and enjoy it!" 

JEFFREY B. SMITH (Santa 
Barbara, California) is now an 
Episcopal priest serving in a 
traditionalist parish in Los 
Angeles and helping to build a 
new mission in Santa Barbara. 
GILBERT '78 and MONICA 
LOPEZ '79 attended Jeffrey's 
ordination last year. 

LOLA KLUTER (Covina, 
California) reflects on her life : 
"My years at Pitzer have given 
greater depth and independence 
to my retirement years. I'm not 
active in the competitive world 
but I've taken up golf, taken out 
my dusty violin, and done some 
writing and book reviewing. I 
have a four-year-old great 
grandson since leaving Pitzer and 
a daughter, Laura, is now 
attending [the College]." 

CLASS OF 1980 

DAWN JOHNSON 
MULKEY (Newport News, 
Virginia) after six years as an 
Army officer (she and her 
husband were stationed at Ft. 
Hood, Texas, and Baumholden, 
Germany) is now a homemaker. 
She and her husband have two 
children, Miles and Maria. 

HOWARD A. CAPLAN 
(Cordoba, Tennessee) will 
graduate from the Memphis 
State University School of Law 
in December. He is currently 
president of the West Tennessee 
chapter of the American Civil 
Liberties Union of Tennessee. 

CLASS OF 1981 

ROB KOPPELMAN (San 
Diego, California) has spent the 
summer teaching in the Naval 
Training Program. Now he's off 
to begin working on his Ph.D. in 
English at the University of 
Oregon. Good luck, Rob! 

KRISTI A. ALEXANDER 
(University, Alabama) tells us "the 
beat goes on in graduate school." 
Kristi teaches introductory 
psychology, and attended the 
American Psychological 
Association convention in New 
York City in August. In July, she 
came to California for a 
memorial service for her father, 
who died of cancer in June. 
Kristi sends congratulations to 
REBECCA STEPHENS 
LINDGREN '81 who married 
this summer, and "best wishes to 
all." 

PETER FORSTER (San 
Francisco, California) was 
married May 9,1987, to KELLI 
CRAFT '82 in San Francisco. 
CAROL ADDICOTT KRAL '82 
was matron of honor. Peter is in 
his third year of residency for 
psychiatry at the University of 
California, San Francisco; Kelli is 
continuing her career in 
computer programming. 

CLASS OF 1982 

KALEO WOODDELL 
(Davis, California) is curren'tly 
completing her first year of 
medical school at the University 
of California at Davis. 

GINA MILANO (Forest Hills, 
New York) was married on June 
7 to David Garbowit. 

CHRISTY JONES KEMP 
(Upland, California) reports that 
while her home is in Upland, she 
spends the months oOune 
through December in Florida 
because her husband is employed 
with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
football team. 

PETER KULKIN (Warwick, 
New York) is working as a trial 
attorney specializing in criminal 
defense for the Legal Aid Society 
of Orange County in New York. 
He would like to hear from old 
friends at 54 Homestead Village 
Drive, Warwick, NY 10990, 914/ 
986-7677. 

Summer visitors from 
Shukugawa and Kwassui 
Colleges in Japan show-off 
their Pitzer tie-dyes. 

KELLI CRAFT (San 
Francisco, California) was 
married May 9, 1987, to PETER 
FORSTER '81 in San Francisco. 
CAROL ADDICOTT KRAL 
was matron of honor. Peter is in 
his third year of residency for 
psychiatry at the University of 
California, San Francisco; Kelli is 
continuing her career in 
computer programming. 

CLASS OF 1983 

RUSSELL F. LEDONNE 
(Washington, D. C.) is finishing 
his master's degree in American 
studies. He is engaged to Nancy 
White and will be moving to 
New York City to teach or pursue 
a career in education. 

TRACEY MCKENZIE 
(North I~ingstown, Rhode 
Island) il; doing research on 
predator-prey dynamics from a 
behavioral ecology and 
commercial fisheries perspective. 
She is also working for NMRS 
on marine mammal 
management / research programs. 

RON LOEWENSTEIN 
(Buffalo, New York) has recently 
enrolled at the University of 
Buffalo. In June of 1986 he 
married a woman he met while 
living in Yeshiva, Israel. She is an 
Israeli, originally from America. 

TIM MAGILL (Tucson, 
Arizona) was promoted to 
marketing director for Triwest 
Investment Group. He and wife 
SUZIE RITTER MAGILL '83 
are living in Tucson. 

CLASS OF 1984 

ERIN ELIZABETH RILEY 
BONDEN (Pullman, 
Washington) finished her 
master's degree in biology from 
San Diego State University in the 
summer of 1986. She moved 
north to start working toward a 
Ph .D in entymology at 
Washington State University. She 
also married Mark Bonden in 
March of 1987. 

DARREN PRIMACK (Bronx, 
New York) is in his final year of 
medical school at Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine. His career 
plans will be in the field of 
ophthalmology. 

Since graduation LESLEY A. 
KREUTER (Redondo Beach, 
California) studied physical 
chemistry at Cal State Long 
Beach for a year before joining 
Hughes Aircraft Radar Systems 
Group in June of 1985. She 
works as an engineer supporting 
the wet chemical process area for 
printed circuit board fabrication. 
"Mytraini~g at Joint Science was 

all the problem solving/trouble 
shooting that goes on daily; not 
to mention scientific writing 
skills for prospective patents. 
Thanks a lot! Pitzer and JSD 
gave me the 'leading edge' 
without a doubt. Hi to everyone 
that I haven't been in touch 
with." 

NANCY LINN (Champaign, 
Illinois) is working towards a 
Ph.D . in psychology at the 
University of Illinois, 
Champaign -Urbana. Her field is 
quantitative (mathematical) 
psychology. 

CLASS OF 1985 

NICOLE SKINNER 
(Portland, Oregon) is currently 
living in Oregon and is seeking 
employment with the state. She 
keeps in touch with NATASHA 
GOODWIN '85, TIFFANY 
CARROLL '85, and STEPHEN 
PRIME '83; she reports all are 
well. 

TANYA MUFTIC
STREICHER (Vienna, Austria) 
reports , "Since 1985 I have been 
a Fulbright Teaching Assistant in 
Vienna. In September of 1986, I 
was married to Wilfried Streicher 
in Denver. We will stay in Vienna 



a few more years as Wilfried is 
still a graduate student in bio
technology. We plan to eventually 
return to the United States as 
soon as he completes his 
studies." 

RICHARD LEVENSON 
(Geneva, Switzerland) graduated 
in December 1986 from the 
American Graduate School of 
International Management with 
a degree in international finance. 
He now works in Geneva, 
Switzerland, as an international 
investment adviser. 

CLASS OF 1986 

MARGARET ROSE 
NISSENSON (Santa Barbara, 
California) married Hugh 
Hayward (Pom '85) August I, 
1987, at the Four Seasons Hotel 
in Los Angeles. Guests included 
CHANA HAUBEN '85, WALT 
MORRIS '85, JOAN TITCOMB 
'85, KATHARYN PINDER '85, 
JOHN CHOWNING '87, and 
CALLA SHEA '85. 

REBECCA ROCKFORD 
RAMLOSE (Normal, Illinois) 
reports she is presently working 
on her master's degree in clinical 
psychology at Illinois State 
University. She has just finished 
the first year of a two-year 
program and is looking forward 
to starting practicum in the fall. 
She married Dan Ramlose (Pom 
'86) on Valentine's Day ofl987. 
Dan is a research associate in the 
biology department at ISU and is 
working on his second B.S. 
degree. 

TINA SERIANNI (Some
where in the south of France) 
spent the 86-87 season as a ski 
teacher in St. Moritz, 
Switzerland. Summer was spent 
windsurfing in the south of 
France. But alas; Tina is on her 
way back to California to seek a 
"real job, for this kind of life does 
not pay very much - but sure is 
fun!" 

ALLISON ROSE (Los 
Angeles, California) has made 
the Pepperdine Law Review after 
an outstanding academic year at 
Pepperc\ine School of Law. 

24 &25 

KIM HOLL (Kailu, Hawaii) 
landed a job on staff for the 
summer at the Pilchuck Glass 
School in Washington state. 
CHRISTINA HEMMING was 
there taking a glass printmaking 
class. ANNABEL BUCKLEY '84 
was around also as a teaching 
assistant. Kim has been accepted 
at UC Santa Cruz for fall in the 
teaching credential program. 

HOLLY JACOBS (Claremont, 
California) was married June 27, 
1987, to John Eichinger. The 
couple spent their honeymoon 
biking from Vancouver, Canada, 
to Oregon. They will make their 
home in Claremont. 

CLASS OF 1987 

New alum CHARLEY 
BLACK is definitely at the fore 
of collegiate golf. At the 1987 
Division III Golf Championship 
in Mansfield, Ohio, Black placed 
12th in a field of 120 participants 
with a four-day total of 302 (76, 
77,75,74). Black, who was 
participating in his third national 
championship, was named to the 
second team All-American squad 
and to the Division III Academic 
All-American team - a 12-man 
squad selected by the Golf 
Coaches Association of America 
based upon a GPA of better than 
3.0 and a scoring average of 
better than 80 for the year. Black, 
an economics major, graduated 
with a cumulative GPA of 3.27 
and compiled a scoring average 
of 78.47 for the 1987 season. 

BRAD WOLFE (Claremont, 
California) has been appointed 
assistant director of admissions at 
Webb School in Claremont. He is 
also coaching junior varsity 
basketball. 

JASON STEINBERG (New 
York, New York) after completing 
the executive training program 
for J.P. Morgan Securities, went 
on vacation in London. BETH 
BAKER '86 has moved from 
Washington, D.C., to live with 
Jason in New York. She works for 
Shearson American Express. 

SANDRA L. JOHNSON 
(Los Angeles, California) 
decided she "needed a change in 
my life - so I changed my hair 
color to RED (previously 

brown) and I'm wearing a really 
punky-curly style." She just 
signed a modeling contract with 
World Wide Talent, a modeling 
and acting management 
company. Sandra also attends 
Columbia School of Broad
casting, has accepted a position 
with the Department of Trans
portation in Los Angeles, and, as 
if that were not enough, has 
"found a new love with a young 
talented fashion designer!!" 

AMANDA RYDER (Fountain 
Valley, California) was awarded 
an International Rotary Club 
Scholarship to study at the 
University of Cape Town, South 
Africa, next year. 

LAURA A. THUM (San 
Diego, California) reports she is 
currently working for Nordstrom 
in La Jolla and has just purchased 
a condo. 

CARMEN GUEVARA (Los 
Angeles, California) is currently 
an activities coordinator for 
Bethany Women's Center, which 
is a day shelter for homeless 
women in Washington, D . C. 
(Aug. 1987-Aug. 1988). 

CLASS OF 1988 

G. JONATHAN YING 
(Annapolis, Maryland) reports, 
"I transferred from Claremont to 
St. John's College, Annapolis, 
Maryland, via St. Olaf College in 
Northfield, Minnesota. I also 
changed from a Biology / 
Chemistry major to an enthusiast 
of the St. John's Great Books 
Program. I retain an everlasting 
respect for the scientific method 
and will always enjoy the 
curiosity I have for science. I'll 
receive my St. John's B.A. in 
liberal arts in 1990. I am very 
happy to see the initial fruits of 
the efforts made by Drs. Bloom 
and Ranslow. Best wishes to the 
Claremont community." 
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